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Your Game

Identify an immediate target such as a divot as a 
part of your pre-shot pattern to hit straighter shots.

Hitting crisp shots 
requires a keen 
sense of awareness 
and balance to 
coordinate all the 
moving parts.

by ERIKA Z. LARKIN
PGA Director of Instruction  |  2012 MAPGA Teacher of the Year 
Larkin Golf Learning Community at Stonewall Golf Club, Gainesville, Va.

photos by SCOTT K. BROWN

Refresh the fundamentals to help your game  
come together and shoot lower scores

Getting Schooled 
for the Season

EARLIER THIS YEAR, thanks to the support of my family, friends and 
staff at Stonewall Golf Club, I was honored to be named the Middle 
Atlantic Section of The PGA of America’s Teacher of the Year. 
 In working with students from beginners to low-handicap players, I’ve 
found that revisiting the basics and incorporating some useful practice 
drills into your routine each spring can build confidence and make the 
improvement process elementary. Here are some ideas to help you 
become a well-rounded, fundamentally-sound student of the game.

KNOW YOUR ABC’S
When you’re reviewing the basics with 
the season getting ready to swing into 
action, start with setup fundamentals and 
think “A-B-C:” aim, ball position and 
center of gravity.  

It’s been my experience that most 
amateurs who play right-handed aim 
to the right of the target, leading to 
compensatory motions and inconsistent 
shot patterns. Work on developing 
and committing to a repeatable pre-
shot routine, including finding an 
intermediary target (a spot on the target 
line) in front of the ball within 3 feet of 
the ball. Many of my new students pick 
a spot too far from the ball or don’t pick 
out a spot at all. Take the guesswork 
out of aiming by checking to ensure 
that your clubface is square to your 
intermediate target and that your toes 
and shoulders are parallel left of the 
intended line. 

Ball position is easily overlooked but 
crucial for crisp shots. You’ll improve 
your chances of hitting the ball well if 
it is positioned just in front of the true 
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Build trust in your aim and ball position by using 
alignment rods when practicing.

bottom of your swing. If the ball is too 
far forward, you risk bottoming out the 
club too early and hitting the ground 
behind the ball or topping it on your 
upswing. If the ball is too far back, 
there’s a chance you’ll impact the ball 
with an open or delofted clubface. Ball 
position varies a little from golfer to 
golfer, so it’s OK to experiment. But as 
a general principle, keep the ball close 
to the middle of your stance for shorter 
clubs and favor the front of your stance 
when hitting longer clubs. 

Golf is, by and large, a game of 
feel. When you address the ball, close 
your eyes and sense where your weight 
is on your feet. Many amateurs have 
their weight too far back on their 
heels, which causes them to fall back or 
forward during their swing, leading to 
many fat or thin shots. Ideally, you want 
to rock yourself forward slightly and 
balance your center of gravity over your 
shoelaces and evenly between each foot. 
Now you’re ready to make a balanced 
and powerful swing.

FIVE EASY STEPS
In order to ingrain the feel of a balanced 
golf swing, try the step-and-swing drill. 
First, place your feet together and swing 
to the top of your backswing. From there, 
take a step with your lead foot and complete 
the motion by following through, finishing 
with your belt buckle facing the target and 
your right knee kissing your left. 

When practicing this action, your arms 
will start to fall naturally when you start 
to turn, promoting an efficient, powerful 
and sequenced swing with good tempo. In 
order to transfer this to a normal stance, 
keep your feet in their normal position, but 
count 1-2-3 and feel the sequence of events 
you practiced in the drill. 

Feel the ideal swing sequence when practicing 
by putting both feet together and swinging to the 
top. Then take a step to start the downswing, 
accelerate and hold your finish position.
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Don’t get stuck inside: In order to get the club started on the right plane, set 
up a bag and make sure the club doesn’t strike it on the backswing. 

DON’T FALL BEHIND
A common fault I see among players with an 
inconsistent short game is the tendency to try to help 
or scoop the ball into the air, rather than allowing the 
loft and bounce of the club to do the work.  

When executing chip shots, you want to promote 
a gentle but descending blow to get the ball rolling 
toward the target. One way to practice this is to 
hit chip shots standing on your lead foot only to 
stabilize your center of gravity, promote balance and 
exaggerate how to finish on your lead leg.

If you have a tendency to fall back on your full 
swing, you’ll notice divots starting behind the ball. 
In contrast, you may be hitting the ball higher than 
you desire if your wrists scoop through impact. My 
students will tell you that I love assigning homework. 
One of my favorite regiments for ingraining the 
correct divot pattern on full swings is to draw a line 
in the sand in a practice bunker a few inches ahead 
of the ball. 

Forget about hitting the ball for a moment; your 
only goal is for the bottom of the club to make a 
descending blow to erase that line. Spend 10 minutes 
of your practice session working on this drill until 
you can hit three or four good shots in a row and 
then go strike some shots off the turf. I think you’ll be 
pleasantly surprised by the newfound results.

PRACTICE TEST
In transferring your skills to the golf course, one of the concepts I try to emphasize to my students is to practice like they play so 
they can play like they practice. Making the two worlds more similar and simulating game-like scenarios and emotions is essential to 
effective practice. 

Don’t make your practice tedious by mindlessly hitting one ball after another. Instead, put a little pressure on yourself and simulate 
a round of golf. Get target-oriented by thinking about the shots you’re going to have to hit on particular holes, change clubs often and 
play those shots on the range. You’ll play with more confidence if you’ve rehearsed the shots your likely to face on the course during 
your practice session.

Your Game

INSIDER KNOWLEDGE
One of the common faults I see with my students begins with the takeaway. 
Whether it’s a wedge shot or driver, a large majority of golfers drag the club 
inside the intended target line at the halfway-back position, leading to swing 
faults and unpredictable shot shapes.

To help you feel the ideal swing plane, use an alignment rod or a stand bag 
and set it on an angle similar to your shaft angle at address but about a club-
length over to the right of your ball position. This drill gives you a reference 
point and an obstacle that will prevent you from swinging inside. 

Make some waist-high to waist-high swings with different clubs. By not 
hitting the golf bag with your club on the backswing, you will simplify your 
swing and improve your angle of attack. Additionally, you will even get valuable 
practice hitting great 50-60 yard low, running Scottish-style pitch shots.

Ingrain the correct weight distribution on chip shots 
by pulling your trail leg back. This practice technique 
ensures that your weight is forward and promotes a 
descending blow at impact. 
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READING 101 
Here is a quick way to determine your 
break direction so you can correctly 
read and hole more short putts.

I’ve learned a lot this year about 
putting and green reading from my 
AimPoint training. If you can find 
the direction of the slope and know 
what angle your golf ball is crossing it, 
predicting break becomes quite easy. 
AimPoint actually uses an AimChart 
and once you know your position 
around the hole you can look it up 
quickly on the chart and know exactly 
where to aim in inches on any green at 
any course.

Even without the AimChart, you 
can still gauge break direction by using 
your eyes and feet to try to find the low 
point around the hole. Once you’ve 
found it, you’ll know where the straight 
uphill put is, so if your ball is to the 
right of this location, the ball will 
break right to left. If your ball is to the 
left, your ball will break left to right. 
Try this from inside 20 feet on single-
breaking putts and it will help confirm 
your break direction. Watch more putts fall by first determining the appropriate amount of break to play.

Engage your golf muscles prior to a round. Lay a club across 
the back of your shoulders and turn to feel the resistance 
between your upper and lower body.

GYM CLASS
It’s time to honor that New Year’s 
resolution to get in better shape. 
For golfers, I encourage performing 
exercises to make you more stable 
and stronger for your golf swing. 

Try doing normal upper body 
weight training (bicep curls, shoulder 
raises, deadlifts, flys and rows) in 
your golf posture, or even better, on 
one foot in your golf posture! You 
won’t need a lot of weight so focus on 
form and strive for high repetitions. 
You will engage your golf muscles 
(glutes, core and back) while working 
other muscle groups and challenge 
your sense of balance.

Remember that mobility is also an 
important part of the swing so don’t 
forget to stretch. Your hamstrings, 

upper and lower back muscles and 
shoulders are key areas to work on 
that will help avoid breakdowns and 
a loss of posture in the swing. 

One of my favorite techniques I 
recommend to activate one’s golf 
muscles is to sit on a ball or bench 
with a good tall spine and place a club 
or weighted bar over your shoulders. 
Then, turn your torso slowly while 
keeping your head facing forward. 
Turn right and left and hold the 
stretch for a few seconds on each side. 
Complete the stretch by squatting 
down and putting your hands on your 
toes. While keeping your heels down, 
slowly straighten your legs as far as 
you’re able. Go down and up slowly a 
few times for high-quality hamstring 
work. 

Erika Z. Larkin, PGA
Stonewall Golf Club
Website: www.larkingolf.com

15601 Turtle Point Drive 
Gainesville, Va.  20155
Phone: (703) 864-9017
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